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To start with, we've been looking for high-quality woodcarving 
tools for quite some time. The situation didn't fit our needs at all, 
either the products were too expensive and the quality was low 
or it was the complete opposite, we hit on the great quality items 
for the huge price. So we didn't meet with the success in finding 
the appropriate products, for which the price corresponded the 
quality. That's why we managed to set up our own company called 
BeaverCraft, and in the latter 2014 we hit the market.

From the very first day, we manufacture the products that go with 
already mentioned three terms such as quality, reliability and the 
satisfying price.

We are open to discovering new horizons, self-development and 
company amendment. If you're into the same goals, let us know. 
We'd be happy to have a talk and share some opinions on the 
matter!

www.beavercraft.com.ua

About us
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WOOD CARVING KNIVES

C2 – Roughing Knife

This general purpose carving knife gives the carver a different 
approach to a detail or paring cutting. The woodcarving knife is 
a tough, well-made tool which is great for whittling and marking, 
chip carving, general woodworking, and handicrafts. It offers an 
unbeatable blade for carving delicate curves and larger cuts.

This knife features a straight blade for the heavier stock removal 
with a rounded durable point. The cutting knife is a general purpose 
carving knife, great for beginners. Being super sharp, the wood 
carving knife allows cutting both soft and hardwood. The Ashwood 
handle is designed to match the blade style and assure tool control. 

The sloyd knife is beveled on both sides and is a good all-purpose 
carving knife that can handle a wide range of carving tasks: chip 
carving, whittling, can be used as a detailed knife in some wood 
carving projects. The convenient handle is faceted with multiple 
control points to allow it to be held in a variety of comfortable 
positions.

C1 – Small Whittling Knife

C3 – Small Sloyd Carving Knife

• Total length – 165 mm (6.49 inches)
• Blade length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade width – 15 mm (0.60 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)

• Total length – 165 mm (6.49 inches)
• Blade length – 40 mm (1.57 inches)
• Blade width – 13 mm (0.51 inches)
• Handle length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)

• Total length – 165 mm (6.49 inches)
• Blade length – 40 mm (1.57 inches)
• Blade width – 13 mm (0.51 inches)
• Handle length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
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C4M – Whittling Knife

The whittling sloyd knife is designed for wood cutting and roughing wood 
out. The knife features a straight blade for the heavier stock removal 
with a rounded durable point. With this knife you can cut both soft and 
hardwood, this sloyd knife can be used for cutting out spoons, scoops, 
walking sticks, slingshots and more. The handle is made of oak wood and 
covered with natural linseed oil, the handle feels good in the hand.

The knife is designed for whittling as well as for general 
woodworking and handicrafts. The straight blade can accommodate 
larger stock removal if needed. For added strength, the tang of 
each knife extends completely through the handle. The handle is 
beautifully made of conditioned Ashwood. 

Multi-purpose knife is used for carving and utility purpose. It has 
a more rounded point which is very durable. This woodcarving knife 
is great for beginners. The knife offers a superior sharpness for all 
your crafting needs. The Ashwood handle is convenient and feels 
good in the hand during carving.

C4 – Whittling Sloyd Knife with Oak Handle 

C5 – Wood Carving Bench Knife

C7 – Small Detail Wood Carving Knife

This Small Chip Carving Knife is a short-bladed knife used to make 
both smooth and curved geometric shapes, cut out triangles, 
squares, lines, carve letters, caricatures, and create different 
intricate designs in wood and more. Designs carved in this style are 
cut into the wood, or incised, not relieved. The curved ergonomic 
ashwood handle allows cutting longer with less hand fatigue.

This detail knife has a very thin point of the knife for making the 
most narrow cuts accompanied by detailing. The tool has a flexible 
blade, which is excellent for producing some works of fine detailing 
and greater precision. Designed for very fine delicate cuts, this fine 
detail knife is a great tool to help in any wood carving project.

Designed to make geometric shapes, cut out squares, lines, carve 
letters, create designs in wood and more, this chip carving knife is 
made of holding edge steel for smoother cutting and is ready to 
use right out of the box. The knife features high-carbon steel and 
curved ergonomic ashwood handle. The tool is comfortable even 
after hours of carving. 

C8 – Chip Carving Knife

C6 – Small Chip Carving Knife
• Total length – 200 mm (7.87 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.14 inches)
• Blade width – 17 mm (0.66 inches)
• Handle length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)

• Total length – 155 mm (6.10 inches)
• Length of the cutting edge – 25 mm 

(1 inch)
• Handle length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 185 mm (7.28 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.14 inches)
• Blade width – 17 mm (0.66 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)

• Total length – 160 mm (6.3 inches)
• Length of the cutting edge – 40 mm 

(1.57 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 155 mm (6.10 inches)
• Blade length – 50 mm (1.96 inches)
• Blade width – 15 mm (0.59 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.52 inches)

• Total length – 165 mm (6.49 inches)
• Length of the cutting edge – 35 mm 

(1.37 inches)
• Handle length – 125 mm (4.92 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood
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C10 – Geometric Carving Knife

his woodcarving knife is intended for marking lines for fine joinery 
layout work. Also, it is designed for geometric wood carving, 
producing lines that help in making accurate cuts with the chisel. 
Used in many wood carving projects, this knife is an indispensable 
tool for performing woodcarving and a great addition to the toolkit.

This C10 knife is used mainly for geometric woodcarving. It is 
designed for cutting geometric patterns in the wood, aligning the 
background with relief wood carvings and more. It has a special 
beveled blade shape for performing both geometric wood carving 
and detail woodworking. The ergonomic design of the handle fits in 
the hand well. 

With this top quality handcrafted C10s knife, the woodworker can 
carve geometric shapes, patterns, cut out squares, triangles, lines, 
and carve letters, caricatures and much more. Its high carbon steel 
takes a razor-edge. The Ash wood handle makes comfortable during 
the woodcarving. 

C9 – Marking Striking Knife

C10s – Small Geometric Carving Knife

C11s – Small Knife for Geometric Woodcarving 

The C11 knife is designed for making long and short lines and other 
geometric elements and for execution of undercutting works. 
With this set, a carver can perform different geometric wood 
carvings, letters cuttings with different complexity. The knife is 
exceptionally comfortable for the beginner and also very suitable 
for the professional. 

The C11s knife is intended for geometric woodcarving, cutting out 
geometric patterns of any complexity, carving letters and more. 
The blade is small but allows surgical precision in cutting. The 
knife is very handy tool for carving fine detail. Ash wood handle is 
comfortable and ergonomic.

This skew knife is used for taking more vertical cuts where space 
is limited for a conventional whittling stroke. This knife can also 
be referred to as a stab knife. Made of high carbon steel, the 
tool shank gives just enough to follow the contour of carving, 
eliminating the need to have a handful of traditional tools to finish 
a single profile. 

C11 – Knife for Geometric Woodcarving

C12 – Skew Knife 

• Total length – 145 mm (5.7 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Blade length – 25 mm (0.98 inches)
• Blade width – 17 mm (0.67 inches)

• Total length – 150 mm (5.90 inches)
• Width of the cutting edge – 35 mm 

(1.37 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 150 mm (5.90 inches)
• Width of the cutting edge – 40 mm 

(1.57 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Width of the cutting edge – 20 mm 

(0.78 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 135 mm (5.31 inches)
• Width of the cutting edge – 30 mm 

(1.18 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 160 mm (6.29 inches)
• Length of the cutting edge – 20 mm 

(0.78 inches)
• Handle length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood
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The skewed detail knife is a tough, well-made tool that is used 
both for whittling and for chip carving, general woodworking, and 
handicrafts. This woodcarving knife is designed for a wood carving 
tool collection. The blade of the knife is narrow and pointed, 
designed for carving delicate curves. The high-carbon steel blade 
features high quality and durability. 

This woodworking knife is designed specifically for chip carving, to make both 
smooth and curved geometric shapes, cut out triangles, squares, lines, carve 
letters, caricatures, and create different intricate designs in wood and more. 
It offers good control during carving. This knife has a flexible blade made for 
producing works of fine, precision and detail. The Ash wood handle is covered 
with natural linseed oil and makes comfortable even after hours of woodcarving. 

C13 – Skewed Detail Knife

C14 – Chip Carving Knife

Detail Knife has a very fine point for making narrow cuts, detailing the 
woodcarving project. It is made with a flexible blade which is excellent for 
fine detail and higher precision. The detail knife is designed for very fine 
delicate cuts, carving letters, creating designs in wood and more, the tool is 
a great help in any woodcarving project. The knife is made with edge-holding 
steel for smoother cutting and ready to use out of the package.

C15 – Detail Wood Carving Knife

C17P – Universal Detail Pro Knife with Palm Handle

The Universal Detail Pro Knife is a reliable, functional, well designed tool 
ideal for both the initial form of a product and removing thin layers of 
wood, as well as delicate processing of hard-to-reach places. The tool 
will cope perfectly with the thread in the areas of rounding. The knife 
has one round cutting edge. This delicately balanced tool works well 
for getting into all confined areas. The fine blade and comfortable palm 
handle will work well for your best carving projects.

C16 – Big Roughing Knife

Roughing Knife features a straight blade for removing heavier stock with 
a rounded durable point.The cutting knife is a great general purpose 
carving knife especially for beginners. The supersharp wood carving 
knife from BeaverCraft allows cutting both soft and hard wood.

• Total length – 165 mm (6.5 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Length of the cutting edge – 60 mm 

(2.36 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 170 mm (6.55 inches)
• Blade length – 50 mm (1.96 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 165 mm (6.5 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Lenght of the cutting edge – 60 mm 

(2.36 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 165 mm (6.49 inches)
• Blade length – 40 mm (1.57 inches)
• Blade width – 12 mm (0.47 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

• Total length – 155 mm (6.10 inches)
• Blade length – 35 mm (1.37 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood
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DK2S – Drawknife 3mm with Leather Sheath

This shaving knife is designed for planning faceted parts or shaping 
a small circle. The blade of the draw knife has a thickness of only 2 
mm since this knife is designed for finishing delicate work. You can 
make the cuts that are needed for the finished shape, taking less 
time to sand or scrape. The handles fit well, made of Ashwood.

• Blade length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Blade thickness – 3 mm (0.12 inches)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Total length – 330 mm (12.99 inches)

This handy drawknife is used to shape wood by removing shavings, 
works great for skinning bark and roughing-off corners. This 
drawknife is a perfect tool if you want to remove small slices of 
wood for flat faceted work. The comfortable handles are made of 
oak wood. 

DK1S – Drawknife 3mm with Oak Handle with 
Leather Sheath

• Blade length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Blade thickness – 3 mm (0.12 inches)
• Handle length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Total length – 360 mm (14.17 inches)
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The spoon carving knife is the excellent U-shaped utensil for 
making detailed cuts or rounding out bowls and spoons, kuksa or a 
rounded edge to add some detail to your project. The spoon carving 
knife is deeply curved, edged all the way to the point of the knife, 
and has a flat back for pushing with the thumbs.

Oak Designed to cut out spoons, bowls, kuksa, rounded edges 
& more, a hook knife is an indispensable tool for most of the 
woodcarvers. The deeply curved, single-edged blade is sharpened 
all the way to the point of the knife. With this hook knife, you can 
cut soft and hardwood. Its comfortable oak wood handle allows 
applying fewer efforts when carving. 

SK1 – Spoon Carving Knife 25 mm

SK1 Oak – Spoon Carving Knife 25 mm with Oak Handle

The Spoon Carving Knife follows the goal of making the hollows 
of spoons and bowls, cutting out kuksa or making rounded edges. 
The deeply curved, single-edged blade is sharpened all the way to 
the point of the knife. The tang of the knife extends completely 
through the beautifully conditioned Ashwood handle. 

SK2 – Spoon Carving Knife 30 mm

• Total length – 155 mm (6.10 inches)
• Rounding diameter – 25 mm (1 inch)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Total length – 185 mm (7.3 inches)
• Rounding diameter – 25 mm (1 inch)
• Handle length – 130 mm (5.12 inches)
• Handle material – Oak

• Total length – 170 mm (6.69 inches)
• Rounding diameter – 30 mm  

(1.18 inch)
• Handle length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

Left-handed version available

Leather sheath available

Left-handed version available

Leather sheath available

Left-handed version available

Leather sheath available
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SK2 Oak – Spoon Carving Knife 30 mm with Oak Handle

The long-curved knife was created especially for making great 
woodcarving spoon, kuksa, bowls. Now you´re to get not only spoon 
knife but genuine leather sheath to carry your spoon knife everywhere. 
The hook knife has an ergonomic handle and it makes possible to carve 
longer and don´t get tired. Double-bevel blade of the spoon knife is made 
of high carbon steel so the curved blade knife will work for a long time.

The hook knife is designed for carving out spoons bowls, Kuksa, 
spoons, other products and rounded edges to add some details 
to the woodcarving project. Its rounding diameter is 30 mm with 
a square end, which is ideal for small and middle size products. 
Durability enhanced with full tang. The oak wood handle fits in the 
hand very well.  

With this Spoon Carving Knife, the carver is able to cut out wooden 
spoons, kuksa, bowls and more. The spoon for carving has a long 
handle, which allows applying fewer efforts even and makes 
comfortable during carving. With the hook knife, the carver can cut 
both hard and soft wood. The doubled-edged hook knife is designed 
for right- and left-handed people.

SK4S - Spoon Carving Knife Open Curve

SK2 Long – Spoon Carving Knife with Long Handle

Spoon Carving Knife Deep Cut Bevels will give you excellent carving 
experience for your spoon, kuksa and bowls projects. Double-side bevels 
allows you to make deep smooth cuts with slight and controlled moves. 
Both sides edges are razor sharp right out of the box, which is a rule for 
all BeaverCraft tools. Longer handle allows you to work either with one 
hand or with both hands. Ergonomic shape of the handle makes possible 
to carve longer and don´t get tired.

SK5S - Spoon Carving Knife Deep Cut Bevels

• Total length – 195 mm (7.68 inches)
• Rounding diameter – 30 mm  

(1.18 inch)
• Handle length – 130 mm (5.12 inches)
• Handle material – Oak

• Total length – 365 mm (14.37 inch)
• Rounding diameter – 30 mm 

(1,18 inch)
• Handle length – 300 mm (11.81 inch)
• Handle material – Ashwood

• Blade length – 85 mm (3.35 inches)
• Handle length – 200 mm (7.87 inches)
• Total length – 255 mm (10.04 inches)
• Handle material – Oak

• Blade length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Handle length – 200 mm (7.87 inches)
• Handle material – oak
• Sheath material – cowhide leather

This Large Spoon Carving Knife is ideal for carving spoons, bowls, 
ladles and other deep hollowed items. The hook knife features a 
half-round, double-sided blade with a square end. This spoon knife 
has a long blade that cuts deep grooves. Due to its long handle, the 
hook knife is comfortable even after hours of continuous carving. 
Designed for right- and left-handed people.

SK3 Long – Large Spoon Carving Knife
• Blade length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Rounding diameter – 90 mm  

(3.54 inches)
• Handle length – 300 mm  

(11.81 inches)
• Handle material – Ashwood

Spoon Carving Knife Deep Cut Bevels 
Right-handed version will give you 
excellent carving experience for your 

spoon, kuksa and bowls projects. Double-side bevels allows you to make deep 
smooth cuts with slight and controlled moves. Longer handle allows you to 
work either with one hand or with both hands. Ergonomic shape of the handle 
makes possible to carve longer and don´t get tired. This is the single side 
edge version of SK5 knife for your maximum comfortable carving experience. 
Left-handed option is available. 

• Blade length – 85 mm (3.35 inches)
• Handle length – 200 mm (7.87 inches)
• Total length – 255 mm (10.04 inches)
• Handle material – Oak

SK5R - Spoon Carving Knife Deep Cut Bevels 
Right side edge

Left-handed version available

Left-handed version available

Leather sheath available

Left-handed version available

Leather sheath available
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DIY04 - Celt Spoon Carving Hobby-KitDIY02 - Dala Horse Carving Hobby-Kit

Love Spoons are a wonderful style of wood carving that began in the mid-1600s as a courtship gift. 
The intricacies and themes carved on the spoon´s handle had symbolic meanings. Today the giving 
of Love Spoons has been expanded to include wedding or anniversary presents, housewarming 
gifts, and even baby shower gifts. BeaverCraft made a complete whittling starter kit that allows 
you to make a spoon with Celtic knots handle yourself without buying anything else as everything 
included in a box: Razor Sharp Wood Carving Knife C14 + Spoon Carving Knife SK1, Basswood Spoon 
Blank, Leather Strop + Polishing Compound, cut resistant tape, Sandpapers, Step-by-step Manual
Each DIY Hobby Kit contains a link to a video tutorial where you can see all the process step-
by-step and successfully finish your carving project.

DIY01 - Comfort Bird Carving Hobby-Kit DIY03 - Wizard Carving Hobby-Kit

This beginner whittling kit includes everything you´ll require to begin right away: 1 cherry and 1 basswood wood blocks, super sharp wood 
carving knife C1, properly sized birdie cut-out, cut resistant tape, premium quality leather strop kit, sandpapers, tutorials, beeswax.
Each DIY Hobby Kit contains a link to a video tutorial where you can see all the process step-by-step and successfully finish your 
carving project.

Razor sharp whittling knife comes with all necessary supplies to start carving a wizard right away: C2 Wood Carving Knife, 3 Basswood 
Blocks, Patterns, Pencil, Manual, cut resistant tape. This hobby starter kit is the best bet for 12+ years old kids, teens, and adults. This kit is 
primarily designed for beginners.
Each DIY Hobby Kit contains a link to a video tutorial where you can see all the process step-by-step and successfully finish your 
carving project.

Our all-in-one kit includes everything you need to carve a dala horse: C14 
Whittling Knife, Basswood Horse Blank, Pencil + brush + paints kit, Sandpaper 
P150 (2pcs), Leather Strop + polishing compound, cut resistant tape. This 
hobby starter kit is suitable for 12+ years old kids, teens, and adults. This kit is 
primarily designed for beginners.
Each DIY Hobby Kit contains a link to a video tutorial where you can see all 
the process step-by-step and successfully finish your carving project.
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C4X - Whittling Sloyd Knife with Walnut Handle

This sloyd knife will be of great pleasure to carve with and hold in your hand. Mirror finish, chocolate walnut handle, black genuine leather 
sheath - that's all about C4X. Ergonomic walnut handle with a bolster makes it even more enjoyable to carve with this knife, while the steel 
of high-carbon boosts the chopping capacity of it. Keep the sloyd knife nice and sharp with the stropping kit that comes with it and enjoy!

The most outstanding set in the line! Unique genuine leather shoulder bag as a case for a huge set of knives and tools with walnut 
handles. With high-quality honing accessories and additional space for storage.  

S50X - Deluxe Large Wood Carving Set With 
Walnut Handles

S01X - Spoon Carving Tool Set

Exclusive hook and sloyd knives with walnut handles. In genuine leather case. Individual sheathes and high-quality honing 
accessories are included.

Hook knife, sloyd knife, and detail knife with walnut handles. In genuine leather pouch and with high-quality honing accessories. 

S13X - Wood Carving Tool Set for Spoon Carving
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Big set of knives for all purposes with walnut handles. In gorgeous genuine leather roll and with high-quality honing accessories. All-you-
need set in an exceptional appearance.

S18X – Extended Wood Carving Set

Three kinds of sloyd knives with walnut handles. In genuine leather pouch and with high-quality honing accessories. Which sloyd 
will you need today?

S19X - Sloyd knives Carving Set

Compact chisel, sloyd knife, and hook knife with walnut handles. In genuine leather pouch and with high-quality honing accessories. This set 
is the best for spoon and kuksa carving.

S14X – Spoon Carving Set with Gouge

Roughing knife, detail knife, and chip knife with walnut handles. In genuine leather pouch and with high-quality honing accessories. Great 
chip carving and detailed figures carving set.

S15X – Starter Chip and Whittle Knife Set
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S05 book - Geometric Wood Carving Knife Set

Set of 4 knives for geometric carving with honing accessories. In unique plywood book case. Knives in set: C10, C10S, C11S, C12.

Basic set of 4 carving knives with honing accessories. In unique plywood book case. Knives in set: C1, C2, C3, C12.

S07 book - Basic Set of 4 Knives

Extended spoon carving set of sloyd knife, two details knives, and a hook knife. With honing accessories. In unique plywood book case. 
Knives in set: SK1, C4M, C7, C8.

S09 book - Set of 4 Knives

Well known spoon carving set S13 in a brand new plywood gift-box. 

S13BOX – Spoon Carving Set in SpecialGift-box
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S19 book – Sloyd knives Carving Set

Advanced spoon carving set of sloyd knife, geometric knife, hook knife, and long-bent round chisel. With honing accessories. In unique plywood book 
case. Knives in set: C1, C3, C4.

Proffecional spoon and kuksa carving set of sloyd knife, short knife, hook knife, and long-bent round chisel. With honing accessories. In unique plywood 
book case. Knives in set: SK2, C4, K6L/15, C3.

S43 book – Spoon and Kuksa Carving Set
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S02 – Spoon Carving Tool Set with Detail Knife 

The set contains SK1 and C1 knives together with a honing kit.

The set contains SK1 and C8 knives together with a honing kit.

The set contains SK1 and C4M together with a honing kit.

S01 – Spoon Carving Tool Set  

S03 – Spoon Carving Tool Set for Beginners

Left-handed version available

Left-handed version available

Left-handed version available
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S05 – Geometric Wood Carving Knife Set 

The set contains C12 and C6.

The set contains C10, C10S, C11s and C12 in a canvas tool roll.

The set contains C2, C8 and C6 together with a honing kit in a 
canvas tool roll.

S04 – Chip Carving Knife Set 

S06 – Chip Carving Knife Set with Accessories

S08 – Wood Carving Set of 8 Knives

The set contains C1, C2, C3 and C12 in a canvas tool roll.

The set contains SK1, SK2, C1, C7, C2, C8, C6 and C12 together with a 
honing kit in a canvas tool roll.

The set contains SK1, C4M, C8 and C7 in a canvas tool roll.

S07 – Basic Set of 4 Knives

S09 – Set of 4 Knives in Tool Roll

Left-handed version available

Left-handed version available
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S11 – Hook Knife Set of 4 Tools S14 – Spoon Carving Set with Gouge

The set contains SK2, C2, C3, C4M, C5, C1, C7, C8, C11, C10S, C6 and C12 
together with a honing kit in a canvas tool roll.

The set contains SK1, SK2, SK2Long and SK3Long knives. The set contains C4, SK2Oak and G7l/22.

The set contains C12, C2 and C8 knives.

S10 – Wood Carving Set of 12 Knives

S12 – Starter Wood Carving Knife Set

The set contains C4M, C8 and SK1 together with a honing kit in a 
canvas tool roll.

S13 – Wood Carving Tool Set for Spoon Carving 

The set contains C6, C15 and C16 knives together with a honing kit in a 
canvas tool roll.

S15 - Starter Chip and Whittle Knife Set

Left-handed version available

Left-handed version availableLeft-handed version available

Left-handed version available
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The set contains C6 and C8 knives together with linden blocks.

The set contains C13, C15 and SK1 knives together with a honing kit in a canvas 
tool roll.

S16 – Figure Carving  Set

S17 – Upgraded Spoon Carving Set

The set contains SK2, C4, K6L/15 and C3together  with a honing kit in a 
canvas tool roll.

S43 – Spoon and Kuksa Carving Professional Set

The set contains G7L/22, C14 and SK5 together with a honing kit.

S47 - Spoon Carving Set

S48 - Wood Carving Tool Set for Spoon Carving

The set contains SK1, C1, C14 and C15 knives together with a honing kit in 
a canvas tool roll.

The set contains SK2, K6L/15, C1 and C11S together with a honing 
kit in a canvas tool roll.

S49 - Spoon Carving with compact chisel Set

Left-handed version available Left-handed version available

Left-handed version available Left-handed version available
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The set contains C4, C13, C1M, C3, SK1Oak, SK2Oak, K8A/14, SK4, SK5 and G7L/20 together with a honing kit in a tool stand TH10.

S53 – Universal Woodcarving Set of 10 Tools

The set contains C1, C3, C12, C13, C15, C17P, P1/04, P1/10, P8/08 and P9/10 together with a honing kit in a tool stand TH10.

S52 – Woodcarving Set of 10 Knives
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With this Chisels Set you will 
start from primary forming of the 
surface, will make deep scratches 
and shaping, remove greater or 
lesser amounts of wood, rough out 
the background for a large relief 
panel, make the ridges and hollows, 

make relief carvings and also fine lines, and detail carving. The compact 
chisels are well-sharpened and buffed for immediate use with the edges 
that will stay sharp for many enjoyable hours of woodcarving. You can 
use such tools for both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handles are 
made of Ash and oil impregnated. The tools are used for precise manual 
treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. The tools come in a 

These 6 palm chisels will be a 
great option if you would like to 
try something new and learn new 
woodcarving techniques. What´s 
more, all our tools are razor sharp 
and ready to use right out of the 
box and the blades are made of 

high-quality high-carbon steel. With our ergonomic handles, you will 
not feel fatigue in the hands and will be able to work for hours on your 
project. The set BeaverCraft SC05 includes:
• Straight rounded palm chisel P5/12 (sweep #5)
• Straight rounded palm chisel P8/08 (sweep #8) 
• Short bent gouge P8a/14 (sweep #8) 
• Straight rounded palm chisel P9/10 (sweep #9) 
• Straight V-profile palm chisel P12/02 (sweep #12) 
• Flat palm chisel P1/04 (sweep #1) 

SC03 - Wood Carving Full Set of 7 Chisels

SC05 - Woodcarving Set of Palm Chisels

The set includes chisels and a 
short bent gouge, so with these 
tools you will easily carve a spoon, 
kuksa or any wooden sculpture.  
The tools are used to carve 
softwood as well as hardwood. The 
blades are made of high carbon 

steel, well-sharpened and buffed. These woodcarving chisels are used 
for precise manual treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. 
The ash handles are lightly waxed to protect them whilst retaining its 
natural color and feel. All tools come razor sharp right out of the box, 
complete with a tool roll for better storage and transportation. The set 
also includes a leather strop and a polishing compound to make the tools 
sharp again when needed. The set BeaverCraft SC01 includes:

• Compact short bent gouge K8a/14
• Compact straight rounded chisel K5/12
• Compact straight rounded chisel K9/10
• Compact straight V-profile chisel K12/02
• 4 Pocket Tool Roll TR4
• Leather strop & polishing compound

SC01 - Gouge Wood Carving Tools Set

SC02 - Wood Carving Straight Chisel Set
The set consists of 4 compact 
chisels for making long and short 
lines, carving intricate geometric 
patterns of any complexity, carving 
letters, elements, and execution 
of undercutting works. The set 
includes also storage for the tools 

and a leather strop with a polishing compound to keep the chisels sharp. 
Made from high carbon steel, the woodcarving chisels are ready to use 
right out of the package. The handles are made of Ash, oil impregnated. 
These woodcarving chisels are used for precise manual treatment only, 
excluding hammer and mallet usage. Go well both for soft and hard wood. 
The set BeaverCraft SC02 includes:

• Compact straight rounded chisel K5/12
• Compact straight rounded chisel K8/08
• Compact straight rounded chisel K9/10
• Compact straight V-profile chisel K12/02
• 4 Pocket Tool Roll TR4
• Leather strop & polishing compound

12-pocket tool roll for storage, transport, and protection of the edges. Includes a leather strop and a bar of polishing compound to make 
the tools razor sharp again when needed. The set BeaverCraft SC03 includes:

• Compact straight flat chisel single bevel K1/10
• Compact straight rounded chisel K5/12
• Compact long bent gouge K6L/15
• Compact straight rounded chisel K8/08
• Compact straight rounded chisel K9/10

• Compact short bent gouge K8a/14
• Compact straight V-profile chisel K12/02
• 12 Pocket Tool Roll TR12
• Leather strop & polishing compound
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Straight rounded chisels Sweep #3 are a great solution for primary forming of the surface. Should be used for precise manual treatment 
only, excluding hammer and mallet use. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharped and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of 
high quality carbon steel. Has straight edge with single bevel. You can use such tools for both soft wood and hard wood treatment. Handle is 
made of Ash and oil impregnated.

G3 – Full-Size Straight Rounded Chisel Sweep 3

The long bent gouges are designed for cutting deep recesses and for hollowing out bowls and spoons. The woodcarving chisel is 
also particularly useful for cutting ornamentation, radii, and rounded surfaces. This razor-sharp high carbon steel blade is ready 
to use right out of the package. The woodcarving gouge is used for all types of wood. The handle is made from ash wood and 
stays comfortable even after hours of continuous carving. The excellent spoon bent gouge is handcrafted both for beginners and 
professional wood carvers.

G7L – Long Bent Gouge 7L
G7L/20
G7L/22

G3/20

20 mm (0.79 inches) 

20 mm (0.79 inches)

22 mm (0.87 inches) 

Straight flat chisels BeaverCraft are great solution for simple notches, reliefs and contours carving. Should be used for precise 
manual treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use.
Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharped and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Has 
straight edge with single bevel. You can use such tools for both soft wood and hard wood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil 
impregnated. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.
Straight flat chisels BeaverCraft are handcrafted both for beginners and professional wood carvers.

G1 – Straight flat chisel G1 
G1/10 10 mm (0.40 inches)

G1/2121 mm (0.83 inches)

G1/1616 mm (0.63 inches)

G1/2424 mm (0.95 inches)
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COMPACT CHISELS

BeaverCraft compact straight flat chisels sweep #1 are great solution for 
simple notches, reliefs and contours carving. Has straight edge with single 
bevel. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharp and ready-to-use 
right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and honed 
manually. You can use such tools for both softwood and hardwood treatment. 
Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. Should be used for precise manual 
treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and 
good for long usage.

K1/10 - Compact straight flat chisel single bevel

K5/12 - Compact straight rounded chisel

BeaverCraft compact straight rounded chisels sweep #5 are great solution 
for primary forming of the surface. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are 
razor sharp and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality 
carbon steel. Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such tools for 
both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil 
impregnated. Should be used for precise manual treatment only, excluding 
hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

Compact long bent gouges sweep #6 is great for deep and continuous 
extract. Great for spoon, kuksa and bowls. Razor sharp and ready-to-use 
right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and 
honed manually. You can use such tools for both softwood and hardwood 
treatment. Should be used for precise manual treatment only, excluding 
hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long usage. 

K6L/15 - Compact long bent gouge

• Blade width – 10 mm (0.40 inches)
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)

• Blade width – 12 mm (0.47 inches)
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)

• Blade width – 15 mm (0.59 inches)
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)

K1/10

K5/12

K6L/15

10 mm (0.40 inches)

12 mm (0.47 inches)

15 mm (0.59 inches)
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BeaverCraft сompact straight V-profile chisels sweep #12 have 60° angle for deep and fine lines carving. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor 
sharp and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such tools for both 
softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. Should be used for precise manual treatment only, excluding hammer 
and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

BeaverCraft сompact straight rounded chisels sweep #8 are to help you with deep scratches and shaping. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft 
are razor sharp and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such 
tools for both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. Should be used for precise manual treatment 
only, excluding hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

K12/02 - Compact straight V-profile chiselK8/08 - Compact straight rounded chisel
• Blade width – 8 mm (0.31 inches)
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)

• Blade width – 2 mm (0.08 inches)
• Blade angle – 60°
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)

K12/022 mm (0.08 inches)K8/08

K8a/14 - Compact short bent gouge

BeaverCraft сompact short bent gouges sweep #8 is great for deep but precise extract. Great for spoon, kuksa and bowls. Wood carving 
chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharp and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and honed 
manually. You can use such tools for both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. Should be used for 
precise manual treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

• Blade width – 14 mm (0.55 inches)
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)

K8a/1414 mm (0.55 inches)

8 mm (0.31 inches)

BeaverCraft сompact straight rounded chisels sweep #9 are to help you with deep scratches and shaping. Shorter blade and more compact 
comfortable handle for your best carving projects. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharp and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of 
high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such tools for both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash 
and oil impregnated. Should be used for precise manual treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long 
usage.

K9/10 - Compact straight rounded chisel
• Blade width – 10 mm (0.39 inches)
• Total length – 192 mm (7.56 inches)
• Blade length – 80 mm (3.15 inches)
• Handle length – 115 mm (4.53 inches)

K9/1010 mm (0.39 inches)
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BeaverCraft palm-size short bent gouges sweep #8 is great for deep but 
precise extract. Great for deep details as well as spoon, kuksa and bowls. 
Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharp and ready-to-use 
right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and 
honed manually. You can use such tools for both softwood and hardwood 
treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. Should be used for 
precise manual treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. It is 
convenient to use and good for long usage.

P8А/14 - Palm-size short bent gouge

P9/10 - Palm-size straight rounded chisel

BeaverCraft palm-size straight rounded chisels sweep #9 are to help you 
with deep scratches and shaping at your fine cuts. Comfortable small handle 
lays comfortable and steady at any hand. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft 
are razor sharp and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality 
carbon steel. Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such tools for 
both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil 
impregnated. Should be used for precise manual treatment only, excluding 
hammer and mallet use. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

BeaverCraft palm-size straight V-profile chisels sweep #12 have 60° angle 
for deep and fine lines carving. Comfortable small handle lays comfortable 
and steady at any hand. Wood carving chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharp 
and ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. 
Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such tools for both softwood 
and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. Should 
be used for precise manual treatment only, excluding hammer and mallet use. 
It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

P12/02 - Palm-size straight V-profile chisel

• Blade width – 14 mm (0.55 inches)
• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Blade length – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

• Blade width – 10 mm (0.39 inches)
• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Blade length – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

• Blade width – 2 mm (0.08 inches)
• Blade angle – 60°
• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Blade length – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

P5/12 - Palm-chisel straight rounded

BeaverCraft palm-size straight rounded chisels sweep #5 are aimed to help 
when you need the most accurate and sensitive cuts. Comfortable small 
handle lays comfortable and steady at any hand. Wood carving palm-chisels 
BeaverCraft are razor sharp andф ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of 
high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such 
tools for both softwood and hardwood treatment. Handle is made of Ash and 
oil impregnated. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

Palm-size straight rounded chisels sweep #1 are made for extremely fine 
straight cuts and finishings. Has straight blade with single bevel. Comfortable 
small handle lays comfortable and steady at any hand. Razor sharp and 
ready-to-use right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. 
Sharpened and honed manually. You can use such tools for both softwood 
and hardwood treatment. It is convenient to use and good for long usage.

BeaverCraft palm-size straight rounded chisels sweep #8 are aimed 
to help with delicate but firm and deep cuts. Shorter blade and more 
compact comfortable handle for your best carving projects. Wood 
carving palm-chisels BeaverCraft are razor sharp and ready-to-use 
right out of the box. Made of high quality carbon steel. Sharpened and 
honed manually. You can use such tools for both softwood and hardwood 
treatment. Handle is made of Ash and oil impregnated. It is convenient 
to use and good for long usage.

P8/08 - Palm-chisel straight rounded

• Blade width – 12 mm (0.47 inches)
• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Blade length – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

• Blade width – 8 mm (0.31 inches)
• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Blade length – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

P1/01-04, 10 - Palm-chisel straight flat
P1/01 10 mm (0.40 inches)

P1/0321 mm (0.83 inches)

P1/0216 mm (0.63 inches)

P1/0424 mm (0.95 inches)

P1/1024 mm (0.95 inches)

P8А/14

P9/10

P12/02

14 mm (0.55 inches)

10 mm (0.39 inches)

2 mm (0.08 inches)

P5/1212 mm (0.47 inches)

P8/088 mm (0.31 inches)
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BLADES

BC2 – Blade for Bench Knife C2

BeaverCraft offers an unbeatable blade for carving delicate curves 
and larger cuts. The general purpose carving blade for the C1 
knife gives carvers a different approach to a detail or paring cut. 
The blade is great for whittling, marking, chip carving, general 
woodworking, and handicrafts. Its high-carbon steel is hardened 
and well sharpened. Designed by BeaverCraft.

This straight blade is designed for removing heavier stock with a 
rounded durable point. Being super sharp, the blade allows cutting 
both soft and hardwood. The blade features high carbon steel. 
Designed by BeaverCraft.

The blade for sloyd carving knife is beveled on both sides and it 
is good as all-purpose carving tool. Choosing this blade, you can 
perform chip carving, whittling, and detailing in some wood carving 
projects. The blade features high carbon steel. Designed by 
BeaverCraft. 

BC1 – Blade for Whittling Knife C1

BC3 – Blade for Sloyd Carving Knife C3

• Total length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 40 mm (1.57 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 40 mm (1.57 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)
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BC6 – Blade for Chip Carving Knife C6

BC5 – Blade for Bench Knife C5

The blade for the C4 knife is designed for whittling, general 
woodworking, marking, and handicrafts. The straight blade can 
remove larger stock. The blade features high-carbon hardened 
steel. Designed by BeaverCraft.

The blade for knife C5 is used for marking, carving and utility 
purpose. Its more rounded point is very durable. The blade features 
high-carbon hardened steel and offers a superior sharpness, for all 
your crafting needs. Designed by BeaverCraft.

The blade for chip carving knife C6 is short and used to make both 
smooth and curved geometric shapes, cut out triangles, squares, 
lines, carve letters, caricatures, and create different intricate 
designs in wood and more. The blade features high carbon steel.  
Designed by BeaverCraft.

BC4 – Blade for Whittling Knife C4

BC8 – Blade for Chip Carving Knife C8

This blade for knife C7 has a fine point for making the very narrow 
cuts associated with detailing. The flexible blade is excellent 
for producing some works of fine detail and greater precision. 
Designed for very fine delicate cuts, this blade is a great for many 
woodcarving projects. Its high carbon steel features durability. 
Designed by BeaverCraft.

Designed to make geometric shapes, cut out squares, lines, carve 
letters, create designs in wood and more, this perfect - blade for 
chip carving knife C8 is made from edge-holding steel for smoother 
cutting and is ready to use right out of the package. Designed by 
BeaverCraft.

This blade for woodcarving knife C9 is intended for marking lines 
for fine joinery layout work. It is also designed for geometric 
woodcarving, producing lines, which aids in making accurate cuts 
with chisel. The blade features high carbon steel. Designed by 
BeaverCraft.

BC7 – Blade for Detail Knife C7

BC9 – Blade for Marking Knife C9

• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 80 mm (3.14 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 110 mm (4.33 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 50 mm (1.96 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 35 mm (1.37 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 25 mm (1 inch)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 25 mm (1 inch)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)
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BC11 – Blade for Geometric Carving Knife C11

BC10s – Blade for Geometric Carving Knife C10s 

This blade for knife C10 is used mainly for geometric woodcarving, 
cutting geometric patterns in the wood, aligning the background 
with relief wood carvings and more. Its special beveled blade shape 
is great for performing both geometric wood carving and detail 
woodworking. The blade features high carbon steel. Designed by 
BeaverCraft.

With The blade for knife C10s, the woodworker can carve geometric 
shapes, patterns, cut out squares, triangles, lines, and carve letters, 
caricatures and more. Its high-carbon steel takes a razor-edge. 
Designed by BeaverCraft.

The blade for knife C11 is designed for making long and short lines 
and other geometric elements and for execution of undercutting 
works. Using this blade, a carver can perform different geometric 
wood carvings, letters cuttings with different complexity. The blade 
features high carbon steel. Designed by BeaverCraft.

BC10 – Blade for Geometric Carving Knife C10

BC12 – Blade for Skew Knife C12 

The blade for knife C11s is intended for geometric woodcarving, 
cutting out geometric patterns of any complexity, carving letters 
and more. The blade is small, but allows surgical precision in cutting. 
Its high carbon steel features durability. Designed by BeaverCraft.

This blade for knife C12 is used for taking more vertical cuts where 
space is limited for a conventional whittling stroke. Made of high-
carbon steel, the tool shank gives just enough to follow the contour 
of carving, eliminating the need to have a handful of traditional 
tools to finish a single profile. Designed by BeaverCraft.

The blade for knife C13 is ideal for whittling, the removal thin 
layers of wood, delicate processing of hard-to-reach places due 
to the thin edge of the end of cutting part. Such a blade will cope 
perfectly with the thread in the areas of rounding. The blade is 
narrow and sharp, made of high-carbon hardened steel. The blade 
holds the sharpening well and allows you to carve soft and hard 
wood. Designed by BeaverCraft. 

BC11s – Blade for Geometric Carving Knife C11s

BC13 – Blade for Whittling Knife C13

• Total length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 40 mm (1.57 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 20 mm (0.78 inch)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 30 mm (1.18 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 20 mm (0.78 inch)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches

• Total length – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 35 mm (1.37 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)
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BC16 – Blade for Whittling Knife C16

BSK2 – Blade for Spoon Carving Knife 30 mm  BC15 – Blade for Whittling Knife C15

BSK1 – Blade for Spoon Carving Knife 25 mm

The blade of knife C14 is designed for whittling tiny layers of wood, 
leveling the surfaces of various elements and backgrounds. This 
multifunctional plane blade is well suited for removing thin layers of 
wood and cutting. The tapered blade is made of hardened high-carbon 
steel, it keeps the sharpness during for a long time. Its sharpening angle 
allows to carve soft and hard wood. Designed by BeaverCraft.

This blade of knife C15 allows you to perform the most detailed cuts 
mith the maximum control of each move. The tapered blade is made of 
hardened high-carbon steel, it keeps the sharpness during for a long 
time. Its sharpening angle allows to carve soft and hard wood. Designed 
by BeaverCraft

The blade for spoon carving knife SK1 has the excellent U-shape for 
making detailed cuts or rounding out bowls and spoons, Kuksa or a 
rounded edge to add some detail to your project. The blade is deeply 
curved, edged all the way to the tip, and has a flat back for pushing 
with the thumbs. The blade features high carbon steel. Designed by 
BeaverCraft.

The blade of knife C16 is made for rough whittling with minimum efforts 
applied. At the same time the tip allows making basic detailed works.   
The tapered blade is made of hardened high-carbon steel, it keeps the 
sharpness during for a long time. Its sharpening angle allows to carve 
soft and hard wood. Designed by BeaverCraft

This blade for spoon carving knife SK2 is aimed at forming the hollows 
of spoons and bowls, cutting out kuksa or making rounded edges. 
The deeply curved, single-edged blade is sharpened all the way to 
the pointed tip. The blade features high carbon steel. Designed by 
BeaverCraft.

BC14 – Blade for Whittling Knife C14
• Total length – 120 mm (4.72 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 955 mm (3.65 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 35 mm (1.37 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 110 mm (4.33 inches)
• Cutting edge diameter – 25 mm (1 inch)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 115 mm (4.42 inches)
• Cutting edge length – 50 mm (1.92 inches)
• Tang length – 60 mm (2.36 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)

• Total length – 125 mm (4.92 inches)
• Cutting edge diameter – 30 mm (1,18 inch)
• Tang length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)
• Blade thickness – 2 mm (0.08 inches)
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The LS1P1 Dual-Sided Leather Paddle Strop is aimed at keeping 
your blades at peak performance. The rough leather surface is used 
with P1 Polishing Compound to remove hardened steels. Includes 
a bar of P1 Polishing Compound designed to adhere to the strop by 
rubbing the bar on the leather surface of the strop.

LS1P1 – Dual-Sided Leather Paddle Strop
• Total length – 380 mm (14.96 inches)
• Length of the leatherworking part – 

230 mm (9.05 inches)
• Working width of the leather – 80 

mm (3.14 inches)
• Base material – Ashwood

The LS4 leather strop with a green polishing compound will make your 
knife razor sharp. The strop is ready to use right out of the box! Using 
the high quality honing strop, you´ll get your knives extremely sharp. Use 
strop leather to sharpen the blades of all the knives & woodworking tools 
you have.

LS4P1 - One-Side Leather Paddle Strop Block

This sharpening strop is comfortable to use and to keep your blades 
exceptionally sharp. The double-sided leather paddle strop is designed 
for honing and keeping knives´ and tools´ blades razor sharp. Simply 
strop the blade away from the cutting edge on both sides to maintain 
the factory edge. The strop has a flat and sturdy construction. The base 
is made from ashwood, firm and smooth.

LS6P1 - Small Dual-Sided Leather Paddle Strop 

LS5P1 - Paddle Strop for Spoon Knives 

This strop for sharpening spoon knives is multi-functional and aims to keep 
your blades at peak performance. Like a razor strop, this strop for sharpening 
hook knives is used to put a very fine edge on your curved blade, use leather 
strop side with polishing compound to get the sharpest edge possible. The 
rough leather surface is used in conjunction with the polishing compound to 
remove hardened steels. It includes a bar of BeaverCraft polishing compound 
designed to adhere to the strop by rubbing the bar on the leather surface of 
the strop. Also two sheets of spare sandpaper are included.

• Surface – cowhide leather and sandpaper
• Length of the leather/sandpaper part – 170 mm (6.69 inches)
• Total length – 310 mm (12.2 inches)
• Total width – 70 mm (2.76 inches)
• Base material – Ashwood

A one sided stropping paddle which is meant to help comfortable 
sharpening and buffing processes while using a green paste attached as 
well. The extra paste for polishing will make the process much easier and 
more effective so for buffing it will be an indispensable helper.

LS4CP1 - One-Side Leather Paddle Strop Block
• Surface – cowhide leather 
• Length – 225 mm (8.60 inches)
• Width – 65 mm (2.50 inches)
• Base material – Ashwood

• Surface – cowhide leather with 
polishing compound on

• Length – 225 mm (8.60 inches)
• Width – 65 mm (2.50 inches)
• Base material – Ashwood

• Surface – cowhide leather
• Length of the leather part – 240 mm 

(9.45 inches)
• Total length – 370 mm (14.57 inches)
• Total width – 50 mm (1.97 inches)
• Base material – Ashwood
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PW2 - Felt Honing Wheel
• Diameter – 76 mm (3.00 inches)
• Width – 19 mm (0.75 inches)
• Tang diameter – 7 mm (0.28 inches)
• Tang length – 30 mm (1.18 inches)
• Material – cotton

The stropping kit over here offers two individual buffing compounds 
in a complex with the leather strop. The green paste works perfectly 
for polishing the razors so you will be happy to see your own reflection 
after stropping. The red paste is a little rougher and can be used for 
polishing as well as honing - making the blades smoother if there are 
any inconsistencies after a tough working period. The leather piece has 
two sides, smooth and rough. Both can be used for stropping, the smooth 
needs to be worked with a paste whereas the rough one can be used 
without it to buff your blades.

LS2P11  – Leather Strop for Honing

• Length – 200 mm (7.87 inches)
• Width – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Thickness – 4-5 mm (0.16-0.2 inch)
• Material – cowhide leather

• Length – 200 mm (7.87 inches)
• Width – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Thickness – 4-5 mm (0.16-0.2 inch)
• Material – cowhide leather

 If any of your knives, chisels, or knife cuts or your razor are getting 
worse, just use the leather belt with polishing compound and make it 
razor sharp again. Comfortable and easy to use, the leather belt with 
polishing compound is also go well for sharpening kitchen knives, razors, 
hunting fishing knives, dagger, woodcarving knives and at maximum 
sharpness. This item is pleasant and it doesn´t take much space.

LS2P1 – Leather Strop for Honing

This set has 3 individual polishing compounds and 1 leather strop that 
will allow you to do all the needed work with your instruments to reach 
perfection. This knife sharpener strop has two leather sides, one more 
smooth and one more rough. The size is 75x310mm! All this for your 
knives to get sharp and shining.

LS7P03 - Long Leather Strop for Honing 

LS3 - Long Leather Strop for Honing

This LS3 Long Leather Strop for Polishing is designed to make your 
knives, chisels or any other cutting tools sharp again when they are 
getting worse and remove hardened steels. Turn the strop over to 
the smooth leather surface for a high-sheen, razor-sharp finish. 
The strop for polishing is made from cowhide. 

• Length – 30-40 сm (11.8-15.7 inches)
• Width – 50 mm (1.97 inches)
• Thickness – 2-4 mm (0.08-0.16 inch)
• Material – cowhide leather

Genuine leather wheel for precise blade honing. May be installed in both 
professional and consumer rotary machines. The main tool to keep your 
blade razor-sharp.

Felt honing wheel for perfect blade polishing. May be installed in both
professional and consumer rotary machines. Will help you maintain your
blades mirror shine and razor-sharp.

PW1 - Leather Honing Wheel 
• Diameter – 76 mm (3.00 inches)
• Width – 19 mm (0.75 inches)
• Tang diameter – 7 mm (0.28 inches)
• Tang length – 30 mm (1.18 inches)
• Material – genuine leather
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The polishing compound P2 is used to polish hard metals and 
alloys – stainless steel, hard alloys, and cast iron. It works well for 
polishing of stone, glass and other nonmetal. The compound is used 
for finishing cutting tool parts and other elements that require 
high precision machining. This sharpening compound is perfect for 
polishing knife, sharpening knife, razors. The grain size of the M7 
compound is 7-5 micron. The weight of one piece is 45-50 grams.

P02 - Big Polishing Compound 50g (Green)
• The grain size is 7-5 micron
• The weight of one piece is 45-50 grams
• Should be used to polish hard metals and alloys – 

stainless steel, hard alloys, and cast iron

P03 - Polishing Compounds Set 25g X 3pcs 

A set of 3 compounds that have different colours and purposes. Red honing 
compound is made for easy polishing without any cutting. White buffing 
compound for metal is perfect when you want to give a final finish, especially 
if you are working with harder metals. It can be suitable for lighter cutting 
on softer metals too. Green buffing compound works wonders if you want to 
give a great shine to the metal, no matter hard or soft.

• Blade width – 3 mm (0.12 inches)
• Total length – 140 mm (5.51 inches)
• Blade length – 75 mm (2.95 inches)
• Handle length – 65 mm (2.56 inches)

A mastic on the basis of beeswax is made specifically for the processing 
of wood. The wax makes wood more beautiful, shows fibers and texture, 
impregnates wood and creates a protective moisture resistant layer. The 
waxed wood looks better and is protected from moisture.

W60 - Natural Beeswax Coating Compound, 60g

This polishing compound is used for polishing hard metals and alloys – 
stainless steel, hard alloys, cast iron.  It is ideal for polishing of stones, 
glass and other nonmetals. The compound is aimed at finishing cutting 
tool parts and other elements that require high precision machining. This 
sharpening compound is perfect for polishing knife, sharpening knife, 
razors. The grain size of the M7 compound is 7-5 micron. The weight of 
one piece is 20-25 grams.

P01 - Small Polishing Compound 25g (Green)
• Used for polishing hard metals and alloys – 

stainless steel, hard alloys, cast iron.
• The grain size is 7-5 micron
• The weight is 20-25 grams

This Plywood Tool Holder is designed to store your tools properly, neatly 
in a compact space. Special polymer foam paddles in the bottom protects 
the tools´ blades for you could safely store tools hands up, which gives you 
maximum safety. It has been uniquely designed for woodcarving knives, small 
gouges, chisels, any other tools that fit the size, so the handles of the knives 
fit perfectly into the holder. In total, 10 sections for your disposal. 

This Plywood Tool Holder is an updgare of TH10. The quantity of sections is 
increased to 20. And moreover a lower shelf for auxilarities is added. TH20 is 
an ergonomic solutions for you every day tools storage and use.

TH10 - Tools Holder 10 sections
• Width – 250 mm (9.84 inches)
• Height – 220 mm (8.66 inches)
• Depth – 105 mm (4.13 inches)
• Rack height – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Holes diameter – 35 mm (1.38 inches)

• Width – 500 mm (19.25 inches)
• Height – 265 mm (10.20 inches)
• Depth – 110 mm (4.25 inches)
• Rack height – 95 mm (3.74 inches)
• Shelf height – 55 mm (2.10 inches)
• Holes diameter – 35 mm (1.38 inches)

TH20 - Tools Holder 20 sections
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BeaverCraft offers you an exclusive leather sheath for the hook knife. 
Don´t be afraid to get cut while pulling the knife out of the box because 
your bowl carving hooked carving knife has a carving knife sheath. 
Moreover, the blade knife sheath helps you to keep your knife with hook 
safe for a long time because it was made from the real leather.

SH2/SH5 - Leather Sheath for spoon knife

This limited edition pouch will be perfectly suitable for all of your instruments 
that you want to keep close at hand while carving. Genuine leather, smooth 
and rich, will keep up to 8 tools perfectly safe and secure in their spots, while 
bringing you the joy of having everything close. The genuine leather pouch in 
front of you is thick enough to contain sharp blades without getting ripped or 
dulling the razors themselves. 

TR8X - Genuine leather tools roll

This tool roll is designed for storing knives, hook knives, wood 
carving chisels and other small tools. This tool pouch accepts up to 
4 woodcarving knives for storage, transportation, and protection 
of the edges. The tool roll is made of canvas and stitched with a 
strong thread.

TR4 – 4 Pocket Tool Roll

TR12 – 12 Pocket Tool Roll   

The tool roll is used to organize and protect your carving tools. 
This tool pouch accepts up to 12 woodcarving tools. The item is a 
great addition to craft kit tool collection to keep the knives, chisels 
and other tools in one convenient tool roll. The tool bag is made of 
canvas and stitched with a strong thread. 

TR3X –  Genuine leather tools pouch

A pouch for keeping your tools safe and sound, made out of genuine 
leather for your immense comfort and enjoyment from looking at it and 
using it. The pouch is smooth, practical and will fit 3 instruments of your 
choice so you can have this roll as a comfortable portable alternative for 
a toolbox.

A great knife sheath from BeaverCraft is made of genuine brown leather, 
which is natural and quite durable. The sheath fits perfectly regular 
straight/sloyd/fixed blade knives, but please kindly note that it is made 
not for a spoon knife / hook knife. BeaverCraft knife sheath brown fits 
not only wood carving tools but other knives too, just make sure to 
check the dimensions before you buy.

SH1 - Leather Sheath for carving knife
• Diameter – 30 mm. (1.18 inches)
• Depth – 90 mm. (1.57 inch)
• Material – cowhide leather
• Colour – Brown
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This set of 12 basswood carving blocks allows you to carve any 
project and color your finished project easily due to its pale natural 
color. Basswood has almost no grain and is very soft, so it´s a great 
choice not only for beginners but for professional woodcarvers too. 
Moreover, this type of wood is completely odorless.

BW12 - Wood Carving Blocks set 12pcs. Basswood

BW16 - Wood Carving Blocks set 16pcs. Basswood

This set of 16 basswood carving blocks allows you to carve everything 
that you want and color your finished project easily due to its pale 
natural color. Basswood has almost no grain and is very soft, so it´s a 
great choice not only for beginners but for professional woodcarvers 
too. Moreover, this type of wood is completely odorless. The basswood is 
smooth and prepared for further carving.

The set includes 18 different 
basswood blocks and cubes that 

you can use for some amazing ideas. Basswood has almost no grain 
and is very soft, so it´s a great choice not only for beginners but for 
professional woodcarvers too. This set allows you to carve everything 
that you want and color your finished project easily due to its pale 
natural color. Moreover, this type of wood is completely odorless. The 
basswood is smooth and prepared for further carving.

BW18 - Wood Carving Blocks set 18pcs. Basswood

• All pieces – 2,5 cm х 2,5 cm х 15 cm 
(1” х 1” х 6”)

• 12 blocks: 2,5 cm х 2,5 cm х 10 (1” x 
1” x 4”)

• 6 blocks: 5 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm (2" x 2")

• 6 pieces  – 2,5 cm х 2,5 cm х 15 cm 
(1.02" х 1.02" х 5.95")

• 4 pieces  – 2,5 cm х 2,5 cm х 10 cm  
(1.02" х 1.02" х 4.01")

• 2 pieces  – 5 cm x 5 cm x 10 cm  
(1.98" х 1.98" х 4.01")

This spoon carving blank is made from light and soft linden wood.  It 
has an excellent shape, you just need to design and finish your artwork. 
After carving the workpiece can be covered with paint, varnish or natural 
oil. The wood carving blank is great both for beginners and professionals 
woodcarvers.

B1 - Wood Carving Spoon Blank

BW1 - Wood Carving Blocks set 5pcs. Basswood

The wood block set consist of 4 small carving blocks and 1 large 
wood block. The wood is soft basswood (linden). You can consider our 
wood block as a top quality whittling kit for beginners as well as for 
professionals. After carving the workpiece can be covered with paint, 
varnish or natural oil.

This set of 10 basswood carving blocks allows you to carve any project 
and color your finished project easily. Basswood has almost no grain 
and is very soft, so it´s a great choice not only for beginners but for 
professional woodcarvers too.

BW10 - Wood Carving Blocks set 10pcs. Basswood

• 260 x 65 x 40 mm  
(10.23 x 2.55 x 1.57 inches)

• 1 piece – 2.0 x 2.0 x 3.9 inches
• 4 pieces – 1.0 x 1.0 x 3.9 inches

• 8 pieces – 2,5 cm х 2,5 cm х 15 cm 
(1.02" х 1.02" х 5.95")

• 2 pieces – 5 cm x 5 cm x 15 cm (1.98" 
х 1.98" х 5.95")
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Apron out of a brown canvas with 
leather pieces on pockets as well 
as at the top of apron. It is fluid-
resistant so it won´t be difficult 
to wash the dirt, grease or paint 
off of it and it will protect your 
clothes. The apron isn´t too tight, it 

won´t restrict your movements but will be a good additional pair of hands 
- having pockets is greatly important for a workshop´s apron since it 
holds the needed instruments close. With additional support in the forms 
of rivets and grommets you will enjoy this apron for a long time.

AP4 - Brown canvas with Leather Whittling  Apron

AP5 - Chest protector Leather Brown
When working on wood carving 
small projects it is often a need 
to puыр the wood blank against 
your chest. So to protect your 
chest, your close, make the carving 
process more convenient and 
simply better looking we designed 

this chest protector. Thick layer of genuine leather together with 
convenient and reliable hardware gives excellent carving experience and 
increases safety of the process tremendously.

Apron made out of green durable 
sustainably sourced canvas, has 
a lot of different pockets to be 
comfortable for carving anywhere 
and having your tools with you. 
Cross-back straps make it easier 
on your neck so you can work all 

day long. This apron is additionally supported by grommets and rivets so 
it will live longer and protect you and your clothes while working. It has 
one universal size that will fit everyone - 27 inch wide and 34 inch long 
for full coverage. The apron is fluid-resistant so it will keep the grease 
and dirt off of your clothes.

AP1 - Green Canvas Apron

AP2X - Genuine Leather Apron Brown
An apron made out of brown 
genuine leather will be thick 
enough to protect you while 
working and give you the coverage 
that you need to secure your 
clothes. It has pockets so you´ll 
be able to have all the instruments 

required close at hand.Smooth texture of the leather will not be too 
heavy on your body so it´ll present you with an opportunity to move 
freely and work as you like without limiting your movements whatsoever. 
Leather doesn´t get dirty itself and any grease or paint can be washed 
off.

An apron before you has been 
made out of the combination 
of brown and black genuine 
leather. Brown leather is the 
material for the bigger part 
of the apron whereas the 
black leather emphasizes the 

pockets and straps of the apron. Having big pockets is important 
for any equipment that you want to wear while working - having 
all instruments close at hand is very practical. The leather doesn´t 
weigh a lot and doesn´t restrict your movements so you´ll be able 
to work comfortably. The grommets and rivets will make this apron 
last long and serve you well.

AP3X - Genuine Leather Apron Black&Brown
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